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ABSTRACT: We consider expertise in interaction during small group public deliberations. Taking 
communication as design, we analyze the intentional design of deliberative format using invited experts to support 
public discussions. Through discourse analysis of one expert’s interventions into the group discussion, we suggest 
how expertise might best contribute to public deliberation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the Mountain West, water is a wicked problem (Rittel & Webber, 1973), a problem with 
dimensions that are “ill-formulated, involve uncertainty and confusing information, have many 
decision-makers and affected parties with different and conflicting values, and promise 
ramifications for the whole system” (Ferkany & Whyte, 2011, p. 3). Lacking technical 
solutions, wicked problems require new relationships between citizens and experts as they 
require broad citizen participation since science cannot resolve value dilemmas (Fischer, 
1993). Wicked problems require moving beyond the “cult of the expert” (Boyte, 2009) and the 
“culture of technical control” (Yankelovich, 1991) to reimagine the nature and role of expertise 
within public deliberation. As Fischer (2000) argues, “experts . . . possess no analytical 
wizardry capable of resolving our pressing societal problems. Expert judgment, we come to 
recognize, provides few uncontested solutions or answers . . . while we still need experts, 
expertise cannot stand alone” (p. 41). 
 In this paper, we consider expertise in interaction during small group public 
deliberations about water in Northern Colorado. Taking communication as design (Aakhus, 
2007; Aakhus & Jackson, 2005), we describe a deliberative format designed to use outside 
experts to support public discussions and analyze when one expert did not follow the design. 
Through discourse analysis of this expert’s interventions into the group discussion, we suggest 
how expertise might best contribute to public deliberation. 
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2. PUBLIC DELIBERATION DESIGN CHALLENGES 
Several disciplines have started reconsidering the role of scientific experts and values in public 
problem-solving under several names: civic science (Bäckstrand, 2003), post-normal science 
(Functowicz & Ravetz, 1993), and post empirical policy analysis (Fischer, 2003). These efforts 
emphasize the importance of a more informed citizenry who have weighed multiple options 
with opportunities for interaction and exchange with decision makers (Abelson et al., 2003). 
But the harder questions center on how interactions between experts and nonexperts should 
take place (Goodwin, 2011).  
 Discussing experts raises the question of how to conceptualize experts and expertise. 
Experts can be knowledgeable contributors to the topic at hand; the nature of their contribution 
can lead to different categories of experts, such as Collins and Weinel’s (2011) schema of beer-
mat knowledge, popular understanding, primary source knowledge, interactional expertise, and 
contributory expertise. Expert status can also be a social identity connected to institutional 
positions, professional roles, or even location (e.g. the local expert). From a discourse 
perspective, the social position of being an expert is constituted by utterances in interaction 
rather than a quality of an individual (Hartelius, 2011; Jacoby & Gonzales, 1991). Our 
orientation to communication as design focuses our attention to the ways that expertise was 
operationalized in a particular set of deliberative meetings. Nonetheless, understanding 
multiple ways of conceptualizing expertise can open up new design possibilities for the future.  
 In the move to rethink how to best solve public problems through interaction between 
experts and citizens, three important challenges related to expertise must be considered. First, 
many scientists still support the informational deficit model of communication (Petts & 
Brooks, 2006), which suggests that it is the lack of information that leads to current public 
opinion. This reinforces the belief that the solutions to various social problems lie in 
information dissemination from experts and, by extension, knowledge acquisition by citizens, 
voters and decision-makers. This challenge suggests the need to cultivate new understandings 
of the role of information and data in decision-making, not just expertise. 
 Second, the public often wants experts to tell them what to do. In complex public 
issues, the public will often look for easy solutions rather than work through complex value 
dilemmas. Experts can represent a shortcut, an alternative to the difficult work of deliberation. 
Yet despite looking to experts for answers the presence of experts during a public discussion 
can also create a chilling effect on the public who become scared to say the wrong thing. 
 Third, some deliberative practitioners want to exclude experts and facts, often in 
response to the second challenge. This move is not just a way to get rid of an easy excuse for 
citizens. As Mahdik and Keith (2011) argue, “expertise is a kind of authority, and so stands in 
contrast to liberal democratic values; at its core, a democratic polity depends on its ability to 
keep a check on authority” (p. 371). Yet a particularly important problem is created by this 
move: without good information deliberation can be easily dismissed. In particular, experts 
who listen to deliberation and only hear factual errors become convinced (or more convinced) 
that deliberation promotes misinformation, and the public is unable to understand complex 
technical issues. 
 In response to these challenges, deliberation practitioners must design processes that 
equip the public to work through a range of options and fully consider their implications. In 
this paper, we follow Aakus and Jackson’s (2005) call to open up intentional design as an 
object of inquiry. In our case, deliberation is a designed context that uses techniques, devices, 
and procedures to shape new possibilities for communication during public meetings. Using 
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discourse analysis to attend to the micro-matters of language and interaction, empirical 
analysis enables reflection of a particular design, detecting surprises, flaws, and opportunities 
for redesign (Aakus, 2007).  
3. DELIBERATIVE DESIGN AND METHODS 
The transcripts for this paper come from a public series on water in Northern Colorado. A 
coalition of local organizations joined with Colorado State University to help improve the 
community’s conversation about water, a polarized topic in the arid Mountain West. The 
public series included a kick-off event focused on values, three public education sessions 
featuring water, and public deliberations capped the series. 
 The deliberation process was designed by the Center for Public Deliberation (CPD) 
working with the Colorado Water Institute (CWI). It used a modified National Issues Forum 
format focused on the central question: how should we meet our future water supply needs? 
Groups worked through four approaches to answering this question, focusing on addressing 
growth, urban conservation, storage projects, and agricultural conservation and transfers. The 
background materials were initially developed by a graduate seminar on water conflict, piloted, 
and revised by the CPD and CWI. Local groups for and against specific water projects vetted 
drafts of the background materials, and their feedback was integrated into the final materials. 
 The public deliberation consisted of small group discussions of six to nine people (14 
total groups) facilitated by a CPD student-facilitator. CPD facilitators were trained on the 
process and background information on water issues, but they were experts in the process, not 
water issues. Given the technical nature of this issue, the CWI raised concerns that groups may 
need outside experts who know more about water law, engineering, agriculture, and the like in 
order to have productive conversations. The CPD suggested having experts “on tap but not on 
top.” In practice, this meant that individuals with relevant expertise (e.g., Director of the 
Colorado Water Institute, an Environmental Protection Agency staff member, a Sociology 
professor) were invited to serve as outside experts. They were given a separate nametag that 
marked their status, and they were asked by the CWI if they would be available to answer 
questions if needed. The design was to have them walking around so that a facilitator could 
bring one of them over to a group if needed, but otherwise the group would focus on talking 
with each other rather than continuing to ask questions of the expert.  
 Overall this design made an official designation between invited experts and expertise 
within the small groups. To be clear, several participants in the groups also had relevant 
expertise. For example, one group included the chair of an activist organization to save the 
local river, a citizen who kayaked the entire river from the headwaters to the Gulf of Mexico, a 
water engineer for a nearby city, and an employee of the Colorado Water Institute. In this 
paper, we focus on the design of invited experts, but we recognize concerns about expertise 
within these public deliberations extend beyond invited experts.  
4. EXPERTS IN INTERACTION 
At the beginning of the small group deliberation, the facilitator initiated a round to have each 
person in the group introduce themselves and explain what brought them to the meeting 
(sometimes called a personal stake). An invited expert explained to one group that she was 
invited as an expert and may go around to other groups, but she is there to “basically observe, 
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listen, and clarify anything about the EIS process.” The Director of the CWI introduced 
himself by saying “I’m not really at this table.” Instead, he would be going around to “listen” 
and “answer questions.” Both of these invited experts followed the design to have experts 
available to support deliberation if needed. 
 One of the invited experts did not follow this design. Instead, he walked around to 
listen to several groups, eventually intervening in one conversation multiple times. Our 
analysis focuses on three of his extended interventions to understand the interaction created 
through his interventions. 
4.1 Intervention 1 
Man 2: … so, again I bring up the timing issue that it's not so much that we need these reservoirs 
because people are consuming all that but it's just different times of the year we have the water and 
then it needs to be redistributed that's one of the fundamental things which you get to also 
Expert: if I may offer just a quick comment you are quite correct it seemed to me to mention that it 
is a question of timing now the problem is cities use water very differently than agriculture  
Man 1: that's right  
Expert: agriculture if you build a dam "x" and you release that water to agriculture, you can pretty 
well figure the farmers are going to use their water they're going to spend their water every year 
they're going to drop that reservoir and they're going to grow crops with it and if they're sufficiently 
inefficient and I hope they are then a good fraction of that water will return to the river by return 
flows now when the city builds a dam for urban purposes the city has got to keep industry going the 
Kodak plant has to run 365 days a year you can't shut things down and for that matter other 
enterprises and our households 
Man 1: OK 
Expert: so cities hold water and spread it out across the area and they don't send down 
[indecipherable] but cities are a key watershed for generating return flows you want to look at the 
pattern of return flows and are you just creating a canal which would be not ecologically very 
healthy or are you creating a variable river where you're filling out the banks and you're creating a 
variable flow and I think that's where your conversation has to go is how can a city be a better 
watershed through its return flows than it otherwise might be if you connect your dam to the city to 
the way the city organizes its return flows then you're getting somewhere I don't know if I'm making 
sense to you or not 
Man 3: that sounds like a very complex thing to actually implement in you know both politically 
and just hydrologically 
Expert: agriculture shifts water to the cities the river can be hurt very badly unless the cities 
undertake specific programs of making sure the river doesn't turn into a canal= 
Man 1: yeah 
Expert: =which is just constant flows 
Man 3: are there good examples of that having been done 
Expert: actually, yes but I don't think you want me to go on [chuckle; laughter from facilitator] on 
to that little 
Man 1: schedule it 
Expert: I think that's where the thinking has to be headed when you raise your point perfectly good 
point just don't stop there 
Facilitator: well thank you for that I'm sorry we don't have more time to discuss this but if you 
could fill out your yellow sheets once again 
The expert intervenes in the discussion using a politeness token “if I may” and labels his move 
a “quick comment.” He ends up talking for almost two minutes before being challenged by a 
participant, which is an extended turn in this conversation. When people don’t know each 
other, they should expect roughly equal turns; this extended turn implicates a power 
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differential between the expert and the group. Despite confirming the speaker (“you are quite 
correct”), he initiates a frame shift through a topic shift from discussing timing to introducing a 
new topic of how cities can be a better watershed. In doing so, he presents a new goal for the 
conversation: “that’s where your conversation has to go is how can a city be a better watershed 
through its return flows.” By attempting to guide the direction of the conversation and the 
appropriate topics for talk, he offers interactional expertise, the type of process expertise that 
you might expect from the facilitator. He ends his this shift saying “I don’t know if I’m making 
sense to you or not.” This is not phrased as a question, but instead functions as a distancing 
statement that seems to reinforce his literal position above the group. This statement implies 
that if he isn’t making sense, the locus of misunderstanding is in the group not his presentation. 
 Man 3 responds with a challenge about the feasibility of implementing this idea, 
which is in line with the norms of deliberation designed to consider a wide range of possible 
solutions and weigh the tradeoffs between them. The expert continues to explain the idea but 
does not respond to the challenge. Man 3 then reformulates his comment as a question: “are 
there good examples of that having been done.” As an adjacency pair, the question formulation 
more explicitly calls for a direct response from the expert, even though this question functions 
as a way to continue to explore the challenges of implementation. By asking for “good 
examples” the participant does not require the expert to speak against his argument but instead 
provide evidence of it working. The expert provides confirmation of the question by 
responding, “yes actually,” but then continues “you don’t want me going on to that,” which is 
delivered as though it is a joke since he punctuates it with a slight chuckle.  
 The irony of this exchange is that this is the very sort of question that experts should 
answer in the “on tap but not on top” model; an expert can present examples that help a group 
work through the tradeoffs of an idea. Obviously, the “on tap” expert should not be the one 
advocating for the idea, but the request for an example is reasonable. When the expert declines 
to answer the question, man 1 says “schedule it,” which seems to imply that time should be 
scheduled for the expert to present this information. The tone is a bit caustic, suggesting that 
separate time would need to be scheduled for the expert to meaningfully contribute to the 
group. The expert ends up leaving the group reinforcing his new frame for conversation, which 
is a return to offering interactional expertise. 
4.2 Intervention 2 
Man 1: … you can also say the same thing about ag are they are operating as efficiently as they 
should well if they operate too efficiently the water doesn't run off to the wetlands and it doesn't go 
downstream so it's complicated 
Woman 2: yes so is water law [laughs] 
Man 1: right 
Expert: if I may just offer the economists will say yeah MNI [municipalities] is more important than 
agriculture and I'll tell you why they add more value per acre‑foot they add more jobs more money 
and more income throwing around and tax base and so on but I think you may be right you want to 
advance your thought about why you would argue for agriculture or wll why should we take on the 
economists on that in your judgment 
Woman 2: um I don't know ummm but when you read this it does say that agriculture if I read it 
correctly here thoroughly is important and we've depended on that in this county in this whole front 
range forever but now the big concern is well will municipalities have enough water and I think an 
equal concern should be will ag agriculture have enough water 
Expert: now does if one gets it does the other have to be without 
Woman 2: I don't know but you know they say 
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Expert: maybe worth exploring 
Woman 2: they say you can always buy water from the farmers well you can't farmers are buying 
water from us 
Expert: yeah let's assume that I draw water into my house but I do not put much of a consumptive 
use on it I cook my carrots a little bit goes off to Iowa as rain through my vent ok well most of it 
stays in my kitchen I pump it down my sink and it goes in the sewers so it goes out now could we 
imagine the city as a watershed for agriculture because of this return flow sure we could do that 
absolutely maybe that's the future 
Woman 2: that's a storage though see the water the city would have to put it somewhere where the 
farmers could use it 
Expert: and that is true and so one looks at how that use can be made but in other words instead of 
seeing agriculture and cities as competitors for water we might want to say that we have to seek 
partnerships there 
Woman 2: I agree that would be the right word. 
Expert: uh so that as your city becomes more prosperous it pulls down its consumptive uses in a 
way and releases them in a way useful for agriculture and other living things on the river who have 
nothing to do which have nothing to do with agriculture  
Woman 2: very well said 
The expert intervenes with a politeness token, “if I may,” and again affirms the previous 
speaker “you may be right” only to introduce a new frame (importance of agriculture) for the 
discussion. The expert poses questions to a previous speaker, woman 2 (not the people 
speaking when he interrupted). His Socratic line of questioning introduces the notion that cities 
and agriculture might be in tension with each other. Eventually the expert takes over and 
argues for seeking “partnerships.” At the end of the exchange, woman 2 affirms his position 
“very well said.”  
 In this exchange, the expert not only introduces a new frame for the conversation, but 
he takes on the role of facilitator guiding the conversation by posing questions designed for 
one individual. Eventually, he switches from interactional expertise to normative expertise as 
he presents his ideal relationship between cities and agriculture. The woman reinforces this 
move by saying he is “well said,” which seems to confirm agreement about the ideological 
content of his argument as well. Unlike her earlier concern that both agriculture and cities need 
water, the expert has reoriented this conversation to focus on the nature of their relationship 
(partnership) instead of who is legally entitled to water (water law) or what their water needs. 
4.3 Intervention 3 
Woman 1: but water rights in Colorado are one of those like most restricted like kind of arbitrary 
rules in like a lot of ways because like you can't even put you can't collect rain that comes on falls 
onto your house because of water rights in Colorado I think that it's like the water rights in general 
need to be changed and redone because of like time changing times 
Expert: if I may speak just to the question of fact there 
Woman 1: yes sir 
Expert: they did change that here within the last year 
Woman 1: they have 
Expert: yeah 
Woman 1: OK 
Expert: meaning you can now collect water off the roof 
Man 2: aren't they doing a study though 
Expert: and my opinion is simply this we want to watch it that rule made a lot of sense not to be 
able to connect collect water uh or greywater but that's not for me to say here you know I'll just 
simply rule number one for me protect your return flows because I always live off the waste of the 
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person above me and I've become the source of waste for the person below me and if we start 
collecting and putting my return flows to a reuse to grow my petunias or whatever it might be but 
another consumptive use then I'm depriving you of your water so we have to understand that we use 
each other's water when I use my water I don't destroy it the water is still there a certain portion 
goes off to Iowa as rain we call that a consumptive use but most of the water and most uses stays in 
our system and goes to the next user or to other living things in a= 
Woman 2: =to a junior= 
Expert: =it goes to junior partner= 
Women 2: =partner= 
Expert: and so when we interfere with that return flow by collecting it right here and putting it on 
my petunias and it doesn't go downstream to him we are we are undercutting the sustainability of 
our civilization  
Woman 1: but couldn't you question the use of the greywater and how you use the greywater 
Expert: oh you could 
Woman 1: because I would say that there's a sustainable way to use like my water that I've collected 
and use it in a sufficient like self‑sustained way 
Expert: and if you are using it in a manner in which you're not depriving her of her source you're 
you're you're giving the waste up so she it's her supply 
Woman 1: and it's closing 
Expert: then I have no problem but if you are becoming so efficient that you're depriving the return 
flows to other users that's where we get in trouble 
Man 2: if you use your water efficiently and then the next student moves in and uses the water that 
you didn't use now we've dried up the river more right 
Expert: that's right so we have to 
Woman 1: but couldn't you say the greywater isn't taking away from the like river water and f‑ river 
f‑ or water farther down the flow because greywater's just basically using like I don't know I would 
say that it's like a closed area it's like= 
Facilitator: so 
Woman 1: =using the closing the loop on yourself 
Man 4: it's not though your use is= 
Facilitator: I think um sorry can I stop you there sorry so this is um kind of one of the contentions 
of this= 
Expert: =there's= 
Facilitator: =this issue 
Expert: factually there's no contention 
Facilitator: ok well that 
Expert: factually it is return flow 
Facilitator: ok well um that's that's your opinion and she= 
Exert: what is cont= 
Facilitator: =has her opinion= 
Expert: =what is contentious= 
Facilitator: =but= 
Expert: =is how we manage our greywater but there's no contentiousness about one person's waste 
being another person's supply 
Facilitator: ok um 
Expert: that's not a matter of opinion 
Facilitator: all right well thank you [laughs] um I just want to in the last couple minutes that we 
have I want to hear some appreciation because we already talk‑ talked a lot about the concerns of 
this approach but could we hear a few appreciations before we fill out our yellow sheets 
The outside expert justifies this intervention: “if I may just speak on the question of fact.” In 
the interaction, there was no question of fact. The participants did not raise a question nor was 
there expressed uncertainty. Instead, the expert hears something he knows is factually wrong 
so he uses that as a reason to interject. When he corrects woman 1, she defers to his expertise 
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about whether or not the law has been changed (the factual issue). But the expert goes on to 
provide a justification for the law, including principles for water management. As he starts this 
turn, he indicates that he knows that this is not his role, “but that’s not for me to say here you 
know.” But then he proceeds to offer his opinion anyway. He ends his justification for ending 
greywater use, noting otherwise “we are undercutting the sustainability of our civilization.” 
This extreme case formulation functions to label the problem with the new greywater law and, 
thus, challenge woman 1’s use of greywater as an example of a problem. 
 Although woman 1 accepts the factual correction, she challenges this justification for 
the law, noting that you can “question” whether greywater can be used sustainably. She and the 
expert go back and forth about the principles being used to evaluate greywater. Woman 1 is 
focused on sustainability while the expert focuses on altruism and return flows. Towards the 
end of this interaction, the facilitator interjects to identify this as a contentious issue. Here the 
facilitator is using a strategy from her training that can be used to bracket fact disputes that are 
not likely to be resolved in deliberation, particularly without outside research. The expert 
pushes back on the framing, noting that “factually there is no contention.” He continues; what 
is contentious is “how we manage our greywater but there's no contentiousness about one 
person's waste being another person's supply.” Separating facts from values, the expert 
correctly identifies the nature of the dispute. But by stating the factual issue as “one person’s 
waste being another person’s supply,” he attempts to ground his argument as “not a matter of 
opinion,” which suggests that it cannot be contested. This formulation opposes the exchange he 
had with woman 1 who questioned whether there were sustainable ways for someone to use 
greywater without damaging someone else’s supply, which complicates the expert’s “factual” 
characterization. This exchange demonstrates the sometimes slippery relationship between 
facts and values during a discussion and the rhetorical advantages of framing something as fact 
rather than opinion. 
5. CONCLUSION—DESIGN INSIGHTS 
Our analysis of how an invited expert intervenes in deliberation suggests several lessons for 
future deliberative design and theorizing the role of experts and expertise in public 
deliberation. First, having experts intervene during deliberation to correct factual errors may be 
counterproductive. The third intervention demonstrates an extended tangent created when an 
expert intervened to clarify a small factual error. Of note, this error was only offered as an 
example—the factual error had no real consequence to the broader issue under discussion (the 
complexity of Colorado water laws). From a design perspective, it seems likely that technical 
experts will hear lots of things during deliberation that they might take issue with. Intervening 
to correct these issues is likely to fundamentally change the issues under discussion. Rather 
than intervening during the discussion, deliberative design might benefit from increased 
engagement with technical experts in developing background materials and identifying factual 
issues that need clarification in future deliberation.  
 Second, the relationship between facts and values during interaction is tricky; 
technical experts may provide normative advice even though they may assume they are simply 
providing facts. Pellizzoni (2011) forecasts this possibility in his discussion of the 
transgressive nature of expertise to synthesize knowledge and cut across boundaries, moving 
from technical rationality to moral judgment and back again. If wicked problems require 
citizens to work through value conflicts because these choices cannot be made by science 
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alone, deliberative design must separate experts laying out issues from presuming that the 
public should also follow expert ideologies, principles, and values for working through these 
dilemmas. Expecting experts to distinguish facts and values during deliberation is not practical, 
and it may even become strategic. One design response to these problems is to provide experts 
training on the nature of wicked problems and the ideal roles of experts and publics within 
them. Since experts likely operate from an epistemological viewpoint that privileges data, 
training on wicked problems can help provide an alternative epistemology for understanding 
their role in deliberation.  
 Finally, this analysis illustrates a technical expert providing interactional guidance by 
asking questions and introducing new frames for discussion. Considering many technical 
experts may also be professors accustomed to leading discussions or guiding students, this 
discourse is not a surprise. But when a technical expert also functions as an interactional expert 
it can create at least two problems. First, it can end up undermining other interactional experts, 
namely the facilitator. This occurs in the third excerpt where the facilitator struggles to reframe 
the interaction only to be challenged—and flustered—by the expert. Beyond this interpersonal 
problem, conflating technical and interactional expertise can result in the expert offering a 
proper telos of the conversation, which may be interpreted as stemming from their technical 
expertise. In this situation, the expert’s authority encroaches on the democratic polity (Mahdik 
& Keith, 2011). Here again, training technical experts on the epistemology of deliberation—
and the role of the facilitator—may limit technical experts trying to guide interaction away 
from the norms of deliberation.  
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